
Wrestlemania 29 Preview – Tag
Titles: HELL NO vs. Big E.
Langston/Dolph Ziggler
This  could go more than one way. First and foremost this is
one of the matches that depends on where it is on the card. 
If it’s late in the show, I can’t imagine we don’t see new
champions.  If it’s earlier on in the show, I think the
champions retain and Ziggler walks out with a title later on
in the form of the Smackdown big gold belt.  This is also
interesting because it’s the in ring debut of Langston, who
has had some very entertaining matches down in NXT.  I’m not
sure if we’re going to see the fun Langston or another generic
power guy, but either way it should be fun.

Now the main idea here is that one way or another, we need new
tag champions.  Kane and Bryan have held the belts for like
six months now and it’s WAY past the point where they should
have  dropped  them.   The  champions  aren’t  funny  anymore,
they’re  not  really  fighting,  their  matches  are  nothing
special, and the joke is way past over.  I don’t see why we’re
sitting around watching them anymore when they’re not doing
anything of note and haven’t been for months now.  If Langston
and Ziggler don’t take the gold from them, hopefully someone
does so soon.

As for the match, I’ll go with the unlikely idea of new
champions.  It’s pure instinct which is rarely right but I
can’t go with the champions retaining again after all these
months.  Ziggler has been on a very small roll so maybe
they’ll FINALLY give him something instead of just having him
hold up a dented briefcase for nine months and hoping we think
that means something.  Then again there isn’t much to the tag
titles so it doesn’t fix anything, but in WWE’s eyes the gold
is enough to make you mean whatever they want you to mean. 
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The titles change here methinks.

 

Oh and I’ve heard rumors of making this a six person tag with
AJ  and  Kaitlyn  being  added  to  make  it  winner  takes  all
titles.  If that’s the case, I’d bet on the heels taking the
belts even more.  AJ is a good five months past being the best
option for the title, but at least she would be better (and
look better) than Kaitlyn.


